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Business plan of “Sweet world” cafe

Polina Shumilova

Goal of the thesis is to prepare business plan for "Sweet world" project.

E V A L U A T I O N  O F  T H E  B A C H E L O R ' S  T H E S I S

The author of the thesis aimed to prepare a comprehensive business plan for her entrepreneurial project "Sweet world" cafe. 

In the theoretical part author presents a well-researched structure of a business plan. It would be vital if she provided also 

some introduction and specifications about the industry, where she wants to operate with her business. However, for the 

business planning she uses up-to-date methodology.

Within the practical part the author presents the business plan itself. Some financial figures (salaries) seem a bit 

underestimated and need some clarification. On the other hand the initial costs seem realistic and well-researched. The author 

has based her estimations on statistical data, which are referenced as "found statistics". I recommend citing them explicitly. 

The author has also conducted a research (N = 55) and presents her findings. Overall, the author has dedicated sufficient effort 

to her thesis and I recommend it for defense.

Questions:

1) Why do you plan to use the Storyous application and how can the business benefit from this?

2) Describe how do you plan to attract initial customers.
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